Rough division of areas but not used consistently:
1. Show T e m p s table 2. Filtering : city,state,temp where temp < 10 V e r y C o l d . c s v 3. Sorting : city,state sorted by latitude (hidden)
S o u t h N o r t h . c s v 4. Aggregating : overall average temperature, then average for each state (sorted warmest to coldest) A v g T e m p . c s v , A v g B y S t a t e . c s v 5. Joining : Show R e g i o n s table, combine T e m p s and R e g i o n matching on state J o i n e d T a b l e s . c s v 6. Composing operations : Join two tables, average temperature for each region, filter regions with avg < 25, sort coldest to warmest, include warmest city in region (note two lines for Midatlantic due to tie for warmest city) G r a n d F i n a l e . c s v • Independence: Given two features X and Y, the probability that X=x is independent of the probability that Y=y (e.g., possibly gender and age; not income and zipcode) • Conditional independence: Given two features X and Y and a category c, if an item is in category c then the probability that X=x is independent of the probability that Y=y. More relaxed than full independence but in practice often the same. (This assumption is what makes the approach "naive".) • Calculate from training data:
a. Fraction (probability) of items in each category b. For each category, fraction (probability) of items in that category with X=x for each feature X and value x • Given new item, for each category compute: probability of being in that category (a) times probability of being in that category given feature values (product of b's). Pick the category with the highest result.
• Example: Predict temperature category from region and coastal.
Show Underfitting : Four legs and flat section; would also capture tables, elephants. Overfitting : four legs, 3.5 feet high, red cushion; would not capture most chairs • Show P r e s i d e n t O v e r f i t t i n g . j p g
Clustering
• Multidimensional feature space, distance metric • Goal: Partition dataset into k groups such that items in groups are close to each other.
• kmeans : Each partition has a mean value; for each item compute square of distance from mean. Goal is to minimize sum of those squares. • Temperature example: Cluster cities into six groups based on latitude/longitude. Show P o i n t s . j p g , C l u s t e r s . j p g , C l u s t e r M e a n s . j p g • Note clusters need not be of similar sizes
